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PREFACE 
The general scope of this thesis is not to develop 
new theoretical methods of soils analysis, but to apply 
computer methods to existing theory. The objective of the 
study is to: (1) investigate the applicability and feasi-
bility of computer solutions for differential settlement. 
· analysis, (2) develop computer programs for differential 
settlement arialysis, (3) organize steps of procedure for 
the study of differential settlement. An excellent start-
ing point for an understanding of the material contained 
in this study is the text Soil Mechanics and Foundations 
...,.. -. - --·----
by J. V. Parcher arid R •. E. Means. Methods· of analysis for 
the differential settlem$nt of foundations that are pre-
sented in the text are the basis for the computer solu-
tions that are presented in this study. 
I would especially like to express my appreciation to 
Professor R. E. Means for his invaluable advice and enc our-
agement. As an adviser, his technical advice coupled with 
great patience and understanding did much to lessen the 
difficulty of preparing this study. I would also like to 
thank the other members of my committee for their 
assistance: Professor L. O. Bass and Dr. J. V. Parcher. 
I would also like to acknowledge my appreciation to 
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the National Science Foundation for their financial sup-
. . . 
port. For his aid in. gaining financial support and his 
interest, I-woµld also like to thank Professor F. C. 
S~lmori. 
In addition, I would like to thank Velda Davis for 
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THEORY AND METHOD OF FOOTING 
SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
Background Information 
Structures built on compressible clay soils are likely 
to experience unequal foundation settlementse Unequal set-
tlements of footing groups very often result in damage to 
inflexible structural and architectural materials. On 
normally consolidated clay soils, tolerable differential 
settlement is more often the governing factor in the de-
sign of footings than is adequate bearing capacity. The 
problem for the engineer is to predict differential set-
tlements accurately and to design the building foundations 
to limit the magnitude of differential settlement. 
There is no agreed upon code limits for the magnitude 
of allowable differential settlements. Some proposed de-
sign limits of differential settlements.are presented by 
Sowers (1). Some representative examples of allowable 
differential settlements are listed, in Table I. In any 
case, the limits of maximum differential settlement should 
be the maximum difference in elevation between footings 
that would not result in cracking or other damage to 
1 
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brittle building materials. The establishment of code 
requirements for differential settlement may only be of 
academic interest, because of the limited range of accuracy 
of a soil settlement analysis. 
TABLE I 
RECOMMENDED ALLOWABLE DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENTS 
High Continuous Brick Walls •• 
One Story Brick Mill Building, 
Wall Cracking •..•.••. 
Plaster'Cracking •.. 
.0.0005 L to 0.001 L 
o 0.001 L to 0.002 L 
0.001 L 
Reinforced Concrete Building Frame •• 0.0025 L to 0.004 L 
Reinforced Concrete Building, 
Curtain Walls. • . .. 
Steel Frame, Continuous. 





Methods of Limiting Differential Settlements 
For normally consolidated clay soil, differential 
settle;ment may be controlled by one of four methods (2). 
One method is to float the building in the soil by removal 
of an amount of overburden equal to the weight of the 
building. This is normally done by excavation for a base-
ment. If the weight of the overburden removed were exactly 
3 
equal to the weight of the building at every point on the 
site, there would be no change in stress on the soil be-
neath the building and, hence, no settlement. In actual 
practice a precise balance of weights would be impractical. 
Under these conditions, the magnitude of change in stress 
would be less. Therefore, the net settlement would be 
less, and the differential settlements would be less 
severe. Differential settlement can also result from the 
effect of a pressure heave. As the site is excavated, the 
unloaded soil may tend to swell at the center of the exca-
vation. As the building load is placed on the clay soil 
and the soil is reloaded, some differential settlement 
will occur due to the.recompression of the expanded soil. 
While the method of floating the foundation may not com-
pletely eliminate settlement, it is an effective method to 
limit the magnitude of settlement and to control differ-
ential settlement. 
Another.approach to limit differential settlement is 
to adjust the size of the footings for equal settlement. 
The settlement of a footing is influenced by both the con-
tact pressure and the width of the footing. Increased 
contact pressure of a footing would cause increased set-
tlement due to the application of greater load. Increased 
width of a footing with a constant contact pressure also 
tends to increase settlement, because the stress due to 
the load is carried to deeper soil layers. The adjustment 
of an individual footing size with a constant column load 
4 
must take into account both opposite ef'fects. when there 
are adjacent footings that cause overlapping pres~,ure, the 
settlement of a single footing is also influenced by those 
footings adjacent to it. Because of the many variables, 
the design of a set of footings for equal settlement would 
be a trial and error process. It is, however, theoreti-
cally possible to design a group of footings that will 
have settled an equal distance at some point in time by 
adjusting the contact pressures. 
given to the rate of settlement. 
Consideration must be 
Footings of different 
dimensions would settle at differing rates. Therefore, it 
might be possible to design for equal ~ettlement after a 
time period of five years. Yet there would be unequal 
settlement before and after that time. The approach would 
be difficult to apply with precision, but approximate ad-
justments of footing dimensions is often used to limit 
differential settlements. When it is known that the in-
terior footings will settle most, the dimensions of the 
interior footings can be increased to limit the expected 
differential settlement. 
A third method is to distribute the total building 
load over the site by means of a system of cantilevers 
that apply heavier loads on the exterior footings and 
lesser loads on the interior footings. The theory of the 
method is to stress the soil equally beneath each part of 
the structure. The interior of a structure would normally 
settle the most, because the interior columns for a normal 
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uniform grid spacing would carry greater loads. By ad-
justing the building structure to act as a cantilever, a 
greater part of the total load can be carried to the ex-
terior footings. The practical application of the proce-
dure would involv~ many of the same problems of the secorid 
method. The effects of different footing widths and pres-
sure overlaps must be considered. A completely precise 
balance of soil stresses at each point beneath the build-
ing would be impractical. 
Another method is to increase the stiffness of the 
structural frame or slab to limit differential settlements. 
Increased stiffness of a building structure has the effect 
of reducing differential settlement. If a structure were 
infinitely stiff, differential settlements would be zero. 
. . 
As a. general rule, the structu~e of a building reduces 
unequal settlement, yet conventional settl.ement analysis 
of foundations ignores the effect of the stiffness of the 
structural frame. Settlements of footings are analyzed as· 
though each were independent and not connected structur-
ally. The independent settlement analysis is conservative 
in that actual differential settlements are less than pre-
dicted unless the settlements are large enough to cause 
failure of the structure. The analysis of settlements 
considering structural stiffness is discussed in Chapter 
III, and the effect of structural stiffness is discussed 
in Chapter IV. 
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Computation of Settlement 
If a confined layer of normally consolidated clay is 
subjected to additional vertical stress, the material will 
be compressed. The method for estimating the change in 
height of a normally consolidated clay layer is presented 
by Terzaghi (3). T1he computation of the settlement of a 
compressible clay layer is based upon a consolidation test 
of a soil sample, and the development of a void ratio-log 












Figure 1. Typical Void Ratio-Log 
Pressure Curve 
As presented by Terzaghi, the slope of the virgin 
portion of the void ratio-log pressure curve for normally 
consolidated clay can be approximated by a straight line 
7 
relationship. The slope of the line is defined as the 
compression index (Cc). The development of the void ratio-
log pressure curve for a soil sample makes it possible to 
approximate the settlement for a compressible layer as a 
logarithmic function of applied pressure. The change in 
height of a compressible clay layer can be evaluated if 
the average change in stress is known. The change in 
height of a normally consoliq.ated clay layer of H thick-
ness is given by the relationship: 
Therefore, the settlement of an individual clay layer 
can be evaluated as a logarithmic function of the compres-
sion index which can be determined by laboratory tests on 
soil samples.' The procedure for computing the settlement 
of a specific point on the surface of a soil mass is to 
sum the settlements for each of the individual soil layers 
beneath the point being considered. 
As presented by Means (4), an alternate method to 
evaluate settlements due to small changes in pressure is 
to approximate the tangent of the void ratio-pressure 
curve by the secant of the curve. For a limited range of 
pressure change, the method has the advantage of greater 







~p = TAN ex: 
PRESSURE 
Figure 2. Void Ratio-Pressure Curve 
Computation of Pressure Within a Soil Mass 
When a footing load is applied to a soil mass, the 
compressive stress on the soil layers beneath the footing 
is increased. In order to calculate the change in height 
of a layer of normally consolidated clay, the average 
8 
change in stress of the layer must first be computed. The 
most often used method of computing the stress change 
within a soil mass due to foundation loads is the method 
first presented by Boussinesq (5). Considering an iso-
lated point load on the surface of a soil mass, it is 
possible to compute the change in stress at any point 
within a compressible soil layer by using the solution of 
Boussinesq. 
9 
The solution assumes a semi-infinite, homogeneous, 
and elastic mass. The inaccuracy of these assumptions 
when considering a soil ~ass is one of the major factors 
that limits the accuracy of settlement computations. For 
some conditions of stratified soils, the solution for 
pressure change presented by Westergaard (6) would be more 
accurate. 
For a footing pad with a uniform contact pressure, 
.the stress change at a point within a soil mass is influ-
enced by the footing dimensions as well as the total load. 
When the load is at a distance from the point under con-
sideration, the effect of the d:Lst9-nt foot~ng's dimensions 
is less significant. Within the region directly under the 
contact area between the footing and the soil mass, the 
. ·. . 
effect of the footing width on the concentration of stress 
is significant. 
As presented by Newmark (7), an integration of the 
Boussinesq point load formula can be used for a more pre-
cise analysis of the stress change within the soil under a 
loaded contact area. In the form presented by Newmark, 
the pressure beneath the corner of a rectangular uniformly 
loaded area is found. By dividing a rectangular footing 
pad into four areas, the pressure beneath the center of 
the footing can be determined. See Figure 3. An integra-
tion of the Boussinesq formula for a circular uniformly 
loaded area can be applied for circular footings (8). 
The integration of the Boussinesq formula for a 
DEPTH 
Figure 3. Uhange of Stress Computed by Integration, 
or Bousinesque Point Load ~quation 
Q, Q. 
l l 
4ctual for Clay Assumed Average 
Figure 4. Typical Plots of Contact Pressure 
Distribution of a ~tiff Footing. 
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footing pad assumes that the contact pressure between the 
footing and the soil is uniform. The assumption of a uni-
form contact pressure between the soil and the footing 
would be correct if the footing pad were completely flexi-
ble and uniformly loaded. Because of the structural 
stiffness of thepa,d, the contact pressure between the 
soil and the footing would be non-uniform. The actual and 
assumed footing contact pressures for clay are plotted in 
Figure 4. Because of the difficulty of precise theoretical 
development and because the error created is slight, the 
contact pressure of a footing pad is commonly assumed as 
uniform. 
To compute the pressure at the midpoint of a compress-
ible clay layer as caused by a group of footings, the 
effect of pressure overlap must b.e considered. Refer to 
Figure 5. The change of stress beneath footing B due to 
the loads of footings A and.C can be computed with reason-
able accuracy by using Boussinesq,' s point load formula 
directly. To compute the change of stress b.eneath footing 
B due to the load of footing B, the integration presented 
by Newmark would be more precise. By summing the pressure 
changes due to each cause, the net change in stress on an 
incremental element of soil beneath footing B can be 
determined, The settlement contribution of that layer for 
footing B could then be computed by the method presented 










Effect of Pressure Overlap on 
Footing Settlement 
Computation of Settlement for Footing Groups 
12 
z 
A normal building foundation is made up of many foot-
ing pads. The engineer is most often interested in the 
differences in settlement between adjacent footings. The 
general procedure of an analysis for the settlement of a 
. footing is to evaluate the change in height of each soil 
layer beneath the footing. The change in height of each 
soil layer at a position beneath the footing being con-
side.red is influenced by the stress change· due to adjacent 
footings. The settlement of. footing A is the sum of the 
settlements at each soil layer beneath that footing. The 
methods previously developed can be used to evaluate the 
settlement, but the volume of computation requires the 
organization of the work (9). The general steps of the 
procedure to compute the settlement of a footing group are 
as follows: 
1. .Statement of problem. The solution requires 
that the spacings, loads, and sizes of the 
footings be known. From laboratory tests on 
soil samples, the compression index, density, 
and void ratio of each soil type must be known. 
2. Divide the soil profile into layers. For the 
purpose of. calculations, the soil profile 
below the structure is arbitrarily divided 
into a number of horizontal strata. For con-
venience, the divisions should coincide with 
any natural divisions such as change in soil 
types, water table, and the footing base. 
The pressure beneath a footing .changes more 
rapidly near the footing base. Therefore, 
straia divisions should be smaller near the 
footing base and thicker at greater depths. 
Sowers (10) presents a table of maximum stra-
tum thickness for settlement analysis. See 
Table II. The maximum stratum thickness is 
determined by the footing width and the depth 
of the stratum. A very fine divisi.on of 
strata would not be significantly more accu-
rate, and would require more cycles of compu-
tation that would increase the time and the 
cost of the analysis. As a minimum, all 
.compressible layers at a depth less than the 
13 
building width should be considered. 
3. Compute changes of stress. To evaluate the 
settlement of a footing, the average change 
in stress beneath that footing at each soil 
layer due to each footing load must be 
evaluated. The change in stress at the mid-
point of the soil layer is assumed to be the 
average pressure change. At each midpoint, 
the stress contribution of each footing load 
must be computed and summed for the net stress 
change that is used for the settlement compu-
tation. The process must be repeated for each 
. individual footing. · The methods presented in 
Section 1.4 can be used. When computing the 
change in s'tress caused by an adjacent foot-
ing, the Boussinesq point load formulation 
can be used directly. For the effect of a 
footing load directly over the point being 
considered, the integration presented by 
Newmark would be used for better accuracy. 
4. Calculate change in height of soil layers. 
To evaluate settlements, the change in height 
of each soil layer beneath each footing must 
be calculated individually. The sum of the 
changes in stress at each required point, as 
found in step 3, is used for this calcula-
tion. The method presented in Section 1.3 
14 
can be used to evaluate the change in height 
at each point. 
5. Sum the settlements of each footing. The 
net settlements of each footing can be deter-
mined by adding the contribution to settle-
ment of each soil layer. 
6. Compare individual footing settlements for 
differential settlements. The settlements of 
adjacent footings can be compared numerically 
to determine the differential settlements. 
The magnitude of differential settlements in-
dicate the amount of strain that can be ex-
pected to be placed upon building materials. 
15 
As can be readily seen, the process of calculating 
differential se.ttlements when applied to a normal building 
·would require a large volume of computation. Much of the 
computation could be minimized by the use of graphs. As is 
explained in Chapter II, the repetitive nature of the cal-
culations makes the solution ideally suited to digital 
computer operations. 
The degree of accuracy of the calculations when com-
pared to actual soil behavior is very limited. Even for 
ideal conditions, accuracy of ten to fifty per cent would 
be in the expected range (11). The major reasons for the 
limited accuracy is that soil is never uniform or mathe-
matically consistent in behavior as the settlement calcu-
lation must assume. The analysis also completely neglects 
16 
the effect of the structure as it restrains and limits 
differential settlement. In this respect, the analysis is 
conservative, because the stiffness·. of the structure tends 
to reduce differential settlement. The effects of the 
.~--
stiffness of the structure on differential settle'ment is 
discussed. in Chapter II:C and IV. · 
TABLE II 
MAXIMUM STRATUM THICKNESS FOR SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
. . 
Depth to Middle .of Stratum 
in Terms of Footing Width 
1/2 B (or le~s)~ • . . . . .· .. . 
. . ~ . . . . ~ . . .... 
e -~ I ; I I • I I I ,I I 
· Maximum Thickness of 
·. Stratum or Substratum in 
Terms o! Footing Width 
• • • • • 1/3 B 
. • • • • 1/2 B 
• • . • • 2/3 B 
B 
2 B 
3 B •· . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . B 
-----,----------~------------------------------------..---
FOOTNOTES 
1 G. F. Sowers, 11 Shallow Foundations, 11 Foundation 
EngineeriQg, ed. Go A. Leonards (New York~ 1962) 9 p. 597. 
2J. V. Parcher and R. E. Means, Soil Mechanics and 
Foundations (Columbus, 1968), p. 229.--- --
3K. Terzagi , Theoretical Soil Mechanics (New York, 
1943) 9 p. 290. - --
4Parcher and Means, p. 260. 
5J. Boussinesq, !£.Qlication de§. Potentiel§. !/._ 
l'Etude d~ !:'.!ouvement des SoJ.ides Elastigue§.-C-Paris ~ 1968). 
6H. M. Westergaard, nA Problem of Elasticity Suggested 
by a Problem in Soil Mechanics: A Soft Material Rein-
forced by Numerous Strong Horizontal Sheets, 91 Mechanics of 
Solids: ~· Timoshenko Sixtieth AnniversaE_;Z Volume, ed. S: 
Timoshenko (New York~ 1938). 
7N. M. Newmark, Simplifie9: ~utation of Vertical 
Pressure in Elastic Foundations (University of Illinois 
Engineering Experiment Station~ Circular No. 24, [Urbana~ 
1935]). 
8Parcher and Means~ Po 209. 
9Ibid. ~ p. 232. 
10 Sowers, p. 572. 
11Ibid., p. 575. 
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CHAPTER II 
COMPUTER APPLICATION FOR INDEPENDENT 
SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
Explanation of Computer Method 
Because of the large amount of computation., the only 
feasible method of making an independent settlemtn analy-
sis for each footing of a structure is by application of 
computer methodso The high speed of a digital computer 
greatly reduces the time and cost of a complete analysiso 
In general, a computer solution allows greater flexibility 
in the employment of engineering theory. Because the 
amount or difficulty of the computation j_s much less impor-
tant, a computer solution is more free to pursue the most 
applicable theory, regardless of computational difficulty. 
Short-cut methods need not be used at the expense of 
precision. 
The workings of the program follow the same procedure 
as outlined in Section 1.5. The program was written in 
the Fortran IV language, and an IBM 7040 digital computer 
was used for the computation. A general flow diagram of 
the logic followed by the computer solution is shown in 
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~igure e • . General Flow Diagram of Proceedure for the 
Analysis of Independent Settlement of 
Footing Groups 
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of computer operations. An example problem is also in-
cluded in Appendix Be 
The input information for the computer solution can 
20 
be divided into two classifications. The first section of 
input information includes the center-to-center spacing of 
the individual footings, the net load on each footing, and 
the dimensions of each footing pad. In order to organize 
the computation for digital computer methods, a nonuniform 
but rectangular coordinate system is imposed on the sur-
face plane. For cases of irregular column spacing that do 
not match a grid, zero loads are introduced to fill out the 
grid pattern. The distances between coordinates in the 
1 X' and 'Y' directions are part of the input data. For 
settlement computations, the load considered is the dead 
load plus the part of the live load that would act on the 
structure for a long period of time. The organization of 
the input information for an example problem is illustrated 
in Appendix B. 
The second section of the input data concerns the 
engineering properties of the soil. The soil would be 
divided into layers as explained in Section 1.5. By means 
of the input data, the strata divisions and the number of 
strata considered can be varied to match each individual 
soil profile. This is done to give a maximum of flexibil-
ity to the engineer in the judgment of specific problem 
requirements. For each layer, the density of the soil, 
the compression index, and the initial void ratio is read 
21 
in as data. For a sand, rock, or gravel stratum that is 
incompressible, a compression index of zero can be read in 
the data. This will result in a zero settlement contribu-
tion for that stratum. 
Applications of Computer Solution 
The major application of the program is to analyze 
the independent differential settlement of a structure on 
normally consolidated clay soils. For structures that do 
not possess sufficient structural stiffness to signifi-
cantly affect differential settlement, the solution could 
be applied directly. For the case of a structure that has 
sufficient structural stiffness to significantly reduce 
the differential settlement, the method presented in 
Chapter III would be more accurate. However, as explained 
in Chapter III, the solution considering structural stiff-
ness employs the independent settlement solution. 
The computer program, as a step of the operation, 
computes the changes in stress under each footing due to 
all other footings. The cause and effect of overlapping 
pressures is available as output information. This in-
formation could be used as a guide for the redesign of 
footings that have critical settlements. 
By overlapping the grid systems of an existing and an 
adjacent new structure, the additional settlement of the 
existing structure as caused by the new structure could be 
evaluated. The settlement analysis could first be 
22 
performed on the existing structure. Then, for the settle~ 
ment effect caused by the newer structure, the analysis 
could be repeated for both structures. The additional set-
tlement of the existing structure that is caused by the 
new structure load could be evaluated. The settlement of 
the existing structure would have already taken place, 
assuming that the structure had been in place for a long 
enough time period. The actual measured settlement of the 
structure compared to the computed settlement could be 
used as an index to the accuracy of the settlement analy-
sis for the specific conditions of the problem. 
For some cases, the soil is loaded by a distributed 
and flexible load. Loads of soil mounds, loads of flexi-
ble structures such as-storage tanks with nonrigid bottoms, 
and water loads due to ponding are some common examples. 
The settlement of this type of load could be approximated 
by the computer solution. The equivalent load of a large 
number of closely spaced footing pads could be used as in-
put to duplicate the effect of the distributed load. This 
would be, in effect, a numerical integration approach for 
an approximate solution. 
If several stratifications of soil ara encountered 
for one building site, the program solution could be re-
peated for the various soil conditions. The settlement 
computed for a footing that used the correct soil strati-
fication beneath that footing would be correct and could 
be used. The settlements computed for that same footing 
23 
when the program is repeated using another stratification 
would be incorrect and, therefore, would be ignored. 
Evaluation of Computer Solution 
The use of digital computers allows the practical use 
of the independent settlement analysis method. The sig-
nificant advantage of the computer solution applied to a 
settlement analysis is the speed and ease by which direct 
solutions can be determined. The independent settlement 
analysis program for the example problem with eight foot-
ings and nine strata used less than one minute of machine 
time when ran on an IBM 7040 digital computer. Also, the 
settlement of a large number of footings can be analyzed; 
the limiting number of footings being determined by the 
memory capacity of the machine being used. It should be 
emphasized that the use of a computer does not necessarily 
provide more precise answers. The same assumptions and 
theory applications were made that would have been used if 
settlements were computed by hand methods. 
The computer program developed is limited to square 
footing pads situated at the same elevation. The program 
method could be modified for more general cases that would 
not be so limited. However, the solution presented does 
illustrate the principle and the feasibility of a computer 
solution for the analysis of differential settlement. 
CHAPTER III 
DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS CONSIDERING 
EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS 
~heory of Method 
A conventional analysis for differential settlement 
ignores the effect of the structural stiffness of a build-
ing frame. The effect of the structural frame is to re-
duce differential settlements. Therefore, a conventional 
analysis is conservative in that actual differential set-
tlements are always less than the computed differential 
settlements. For a more precise analysis, it would be 
advantageous to formulate a method of settlement analysis 
that considers the effect of the structural stiffness of a 
building frame. 
Conventional analysis assumes that the column load on 
each footing remains constant throughout the settlement of 
a building. The settlement analysis is performed inde-
pendent of the effect of the structural frame. This is 
equivalent to assuming that the building frame is com-
pletely flexible. The effect of the structural frame 
would be to redistribute the column loads when the frame 
is subjected to unequal settlements. Intuitively, it can 
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be reasoned that upon settlement of a specific footing, 
some of the load carried by that footing would be trans-
ferred to other footings by the structure. The mode of 
25 
this transfer can be either by a bridging or a cantilever 
effect. The modes of stress transfer by the structure is 
illustrated in Figure 7. The transfer of load by the 
structure during settlement would cause the loads on the 
footing pads to change as settlement takes place. These 
changes in footing loads would result in different magni-
tudes of settlement than calculated by assuming the initial 
footing load to remain constant throughout settlement. 
' N 
----- ·· 1. 
------
'. 
Bridging Effect Cantilever Effect 
Figure 7. Modes of Stress Transfer by Structure 
Subject to Unequal Settlement 
Structural materials have an elastic and 3 therefore, 
linear stress-strain relationship. In structural engineer-
ing, the assumption of linear behavior is the basis for 
many systems of structural analysis. Slope deflection, 
moment distribution, and stiffness methods are some of the 
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more common methods. If similar elastic assumptions are 
accepted for a soil mass, the same general type of analy-
sis can be used to analyze the contact forces and the sub-
sequent settlement of a structural frame and a soil mass 
in combination. In order to mathematically relate the 
soil mass to the structure, an analogous linear relation-
ship between an applied action and the resulting def orma-
tion must be established for the soil mass system. This 
can be done by developing a linear elastic relationship 
for the settlement of each footing due to an applied unit 
column load. Also, a linear relationship between the set-
tlement of a footing and a load applied by an adjacent 
footing must be established. 
The method can be thought of in terms of a mechanical 
analogy that represents the soil mass by means of springs. 
Refer to Figure 8. For the mechanical model o.f an elastic 
soil mass 1 the vertical deformation of point A due to a 
load applied at A would be a function of the spring con·-
stant of spring A, KA. Likewise~ the vertical deformation 
at A due to a vertical load at B would be a function of 
the spring constant KAB· The vertical deformation of A 
due to a vertical load at C would be the vertical load 
times the spring constant KAc· To reflect the behavior of 
a soil mass, the spring constant KAB would be greater than 
KAC and the spring constant KA would be much greater than 
KAB. The development of analogous linear relationships 
for a soil mass is discussed in a later sect:ion. 
Figure 8. Mechanical Analogy of Elastic Soil 
for Settlement at A 
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An elastic structural system and an approximated 
elastic soil mass provide the basis for the settlement 
analysis. The differential settlement analysis of a struc-
tural frame resting on a soil mass is feasible by thinking 
of the two separate systems as a combined elastic system 
for which deformations.and actions are linearly related. 
To mathematically combine the soil and the structure sys-
tems, compatibility relationships for the two systems must 
be established. At each individual contact point between 
the soil and the structure, the compressive force exchanged 
between the two systems must be equal at all times during 
and after settlement. Likewise, the settlement for each 
individual contact point must be the same for both the 
structure and the soil systems. Either set of compatibil-
ity statements can be used to relate the soil and the 
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structure systems. 
By combining compatibility effects of the structure 
and the elastic base material, an approximate analysis for 
the settlement of any structure on an elastic base is pos-
sibleo For the case of a·structural frame resting on an 
assumed elastic soil mass, the settlement of each individ-
ual structural column must equal the .settlement at that 
corresponding point of the soil ma.ss. ·using this compati-
bility relationship, a set of siniult1;3.neous linear equations 
. . . . 
can be formed to approximate the settlement of each foot-
ingo The final settlement of each footing would be a 
function.of the structural stiffness of the building frame 
and a function of the elastic properties of the soil mass. 
Derivation of Analysis Method 
The method of analysis for the settlement of a struc-
tural frame on a soil mass is presented by Parcher and 
Means (1). The solution can be derived by considering the 
soil mass system as elastic and compatible with the elastic 
structure system. The basic concepts of stiffness and 
flexibility methods, unit deformation and unit load meth-
ods, that are commonly used for structural analysis can be 
used to derive the method of settlement analysis (2). 
For the purpose of the derivation, the following terms 
need to be defined in the terminology used for stiffness 
and flexibility solutions; 
AA== Deformation or settlement. Subscript 
denotes settlement at A. 
PA= Action or column load ac;ting on footing. 
Subscript denotes action at A. 
SBA - Stiffness coefficient B - A. The resulting 
deformation at B due to a unit action at A. 
FBA = Flexibility coefficient B-.A. The result-
ing deformation at B due to a unit action 
at A. 
lA} = A matrix array of deformations. Brackets 
indicate a column matrix. For convenience, 
the column matrix is often listed in row 
form with _brackets.to indicate a column 
matrix. 
A . . 
~-·---{AA·}_= {AA, AB, Ac} 
.. B .. 
__ -... Ac . ' .. ·. ·_.. . 
( P} = A column matrix array. of actions .• 
(AL} = A column matrix array of deformations or 
settlements due to origin,al column loads_. 
{AL} = [ALA' 8LB' 8LQ} 
[SJ = A rectangular matrix array of stiffne.ss 
coefficients. 
[FJ = A rectangular matrix array of flexibility 
coefficients. 
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The first step of the derivation is to consider only 
the structural frame system. Refer to Figure 9. The 
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action, column loads, at each column due to a unit defor-
maticm of one column is a stiffness coefficient. A set of 
stiffness coefficients can be evaluated by any of several 
standard methods of structural analysis. The stiffness 
coefficient SBA is t:.t+e Column load at B due to a unit de-
formation at A. lf a unit deformation of one inch is con-
secutively applied to each column of the example frame, a 
set of stiffness coefficients can be derived. The vertical 
deformation of a column can be related by stiffness coef-
ficients to each column load. 
" \! ~ '6 \; 
\ '~ 
6c 
i l i T l T l 
SAA 5BA SCA SAB 5BB 5Cl3 5AC 5Bc Sec 
Figure 9. Stiffness Coe.fficients for Structure 
System 
The complete interrelationship between column loads 
·' 
and settlements can be mathematically expressed in terms 
of stiffness coefficie:n.ts. This relates corresponding 
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settlements to column loads as a function of the stiffness• 
coefficients l .ti A, 6B, 6c} are the · settlements that corre ... 
spond with the footing loads [PA, PB' Pc}, 
The stiffness relationship for the structural frame 
can be expressed as a set of simu,l taneou,s equations. 
PA = SAA 6A + 8AB 6B + SAC tic 
PB = 8BA 6.A + SBB 6B + SBC .tic 
Pc = SCA 6A + SCB 6B + SGG .tic· 
The stiffneps.relationship can also be stated in terms 
of a matrix equation. · 
.. 
PA = 8AA 8AB SAC ~A1 
PB 8BA 8BB 8BC 6B 
Pc SCA 8cB Sec 
. . \ 
tcJJ 
A generalized short .form of the same matrix relation-
ship is often more convenient. 
l p} = [ s J l 6 } • (1) 
A similar stiffness relationship for the soil mass 
system might be developed, but the solution for the ac-
tions due to a unit deformation would be a trial and error 
process. However, by means of an independent settlement 
analysis, a direct solution for the settlement of the soil 
mass due to a unit load is possible. A unit load of one 
kip can consecutively be placed on the soil mass at a po-
sition corresponding to each structure footing. The 
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settlements would be the flexibility coefficients for the 
soil mass system. FBA is the settlement at B due to a 
unit column load at A. A flexibility coefficient is the 
reciprocal of a stiffness coetficient. 
For the sotl mass system, the relationship of settle-
ment to applied load can be e:,q,r~ssed in matrix form by 
means of flexibility coefficients. This can be expre13sed 
in the general matrix form. 
(Al = (i'l {Pl~ (2) 
As a footing settles, the original column load is 
changed by the effect of the structural frame, The final 
settlement of the column is reached wh~n the footing load 
and the cha~ge of footing load resulting from the deforma-
tion of the structure are in a state of equilibrium. 
{AA, AB, Ac l are . considere(l t~ .t'inal settlements, and 
(PA' PB' P0} are the final column loads. · {ALA' ALB' Ar.cl 
can be terme~ the settlements due to the or:1,gi!lal column 
l oads that act on the footings be.tore any settleme~ts. 
The equilibrium ~onditions c~ pe added to tne matrix 
equation number (2). ihe eettle~ent$ of the footings in 
an equilibrium state can be expressed by this relationship. 
The actions, footing loade, in both the structure and 
the soil mass systems must be the same. Using this com-
patibility statement, the actions as evaluated by equation 
(1) can be substituted i!lto the m$trix equation (3). This 
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is equivalent to.stating that the settlement of the struc-
ture is equal to the settlement of the soil at each 
footing. 
{P} = [SJ (A} (1) 
(6} = [F] ( P) + (AL} ( 3) . .' . 
' 
(A} = [F] { [SJ (Al} + (6:r)· {4) 
Equation (4) may be stated in its complete mat:i;-ix 
· form and the equation, rp.ay be rea.rrl;l.ng:ed algebraically in 
terms of the unknow.n settlements. 
The follqwihg matrix is· ,in the. !orm. required for a 
final solution of settlement. The term D .A,.B is e.qui valent 
.to the settlement,at 4- that.wou,ld be caused by the footing 
loads that would result from a unit settlement at B. Each 
term of the stiffness matrix can. be developed by placing a 
unit settlement in a column of· the structure. 'l'he deformed 
structu;re would then be analyzed for the resulting column 
loads. For those column loads, the footings would be 
analyzed for settlement. The first column of the stiff-
ness ma trb~ would be tne settlements due . to. the structure 
column lo.ads that would result from the one-iricb. deforma-
tion of footing A. 
To s.olve fol;' ,the up.known final settlement of each 
footing when infl11enced by the struct.ural frame, the set 
· of simultaneous linear. e.quations. can be solved for the un ... 
.. known settlements. There is one linear equation ano. one 
unknown settlement for each footing. Any of several 






IFBA FBB F BC I ~ 8 BA !.::. .A + 8BBAB + 8BcAc ~ { 6LB 
LFcA FCB Feel l 8cA/;,A + 8cB6B + 8cc6cl [ nLC' 
FAA(SAAAA+SAB.6B+8Ac.6.c)+FAB(SBAAA+SBBL\B+SBC6c)+F.AcCScA15.A+ScB6 B+Scc.6.c) 
FBA(8 AA6A+8 AB6 B+8 Ac.6.c)+FBB(SBA.6.A+SBB6B+SBC6c)+FBC(Sc.A:6A+ScB6 B+Scc6 c) 
.FcAC8AAb.A+8AB6 B+sAc6c)+FcBCsBA1:,A+sBB6 B+BBc6c)+FccCscA6A+scB6B+sact:iC) 
+. lb.I,...4.' 
ti.LB 
A C L 
6A = (FAA8AA+FAB8BA+FAc8 cA)AA + (FAA8AB+FAB8 BB+FAC8GB)b.B + (FAA8Ac+FAB8Bc+FAc8cc)llc + 6 LA 
6B = (FBASAA+FBBSBA+FBc8cA)b.A + (FBA8AB+FBB8BB+FBC8CB)AB + (FBA8Ac+FBB8Bc+FBc8cc)~c + 6LB 
Ac= CFcA8cA+Fc:s8BA+Fcc8cA).6.A + (FcBSAB+FcB8 BB+Fac8cB)t:.B + CFcA8Ac+FaB8Bc+Fcc8cc)Ac + 6LC 
The relationship in terms of the unlmo-wn settlements can be. stated as a matrix 
solution. The te.rms of the matrix can be . .abbreviated into a solution matrix. 
-ALA.---1 = · (FAAS .AA-F .AB8 BA-F AC8 CA-l) 
-ALB (FBA8AA-FBB8BA-FBC8CA) 




- I D AA . DAB D AC 
DBA DBB DBC 
DcA. DCB Dec 
. t:, A 
t:,B 
b.c 
(FAA8AB ... FAB8BB-FAc8cB) (FAA8Ac-FAB8Bc-FAc8cc) 
. (FBA5AB-FBB8BB...:FBc8cB-1)(F A.A5Ac-F:i3:s5.B.o-FBC8cc) 






methods for the solution of simultaneous linear equations 
can be useo.. 
Assumptions Required for Analysis 
Many of the same assumptions and methods used for an 
independent settlement analysis are employed in a settle-
ment analysis that considers structural stiffness. The 
Boussinesq methods as·previously discueised can be used to 
evaluate tb.e change.in stress of a soil layer. Likewise, 
with slight m,odifioation, the same me·thods as previously 
. . 
discu.ssed can be. used to compute the ch{lnge ih height of a 
· soil layer •. .· . . 
. . 
The 0:eri vation f.or settlement, as governed by the 
relationsh1.p between .the.stiffness of the soil mass and 
I ' • • . • ' ' . . . 
the structural frame, ass{imes that tJ::j.e· soil mass is elas-. 
tic. An elastic settlement as a linear function. of.the 
footing load is the basis for the linear matrix relation-
. . . 
ship~ However, the settlement of a soil mass is only an 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . ' 
apprQximat.ely linear function of the applied footing load. 
The b.asic settlement equation relates the change in height 
of a soil layer as a logarithmic function of the· change in 
press1,1.re. 
However, the solution requires tha.t·the mat:r;'ix be 
very nearly linear. If the solution mat:r;'ix is not very 
. . 
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nearly linear, the solution for final settlements is often 
in error. As a general rule, the.sensitivity of the solu-
tion matrix increases as more footings are considered and 
the size of the solution matrix becomes larger. The linear 
requirements and sensitivity of the matrix require that 
the settlement of the soil mass be approximated as a linear 
function of applied footing loads, This can be done by 
use of constants that approximate the settlement of a 
footing as a function of applied load. Thi$ is analogous 
. : . . . 
. to the spring const8:nt example discussed previously. 
Refer to Figure 8. A separate constant for settlement per 
unit load is required for each footing size. Also, a sep,-
arate constant for settlement per unit load should be de-
veloped for each distant load. A unique set of constants 
would be required for each problem that would present dif.....; 
ferent soil stratifications. 
For each size of footing, it is necessary to develop 
a constant for the settlement of the footing due to a load 
applied to that footing. To approximate an average foot-
ing load, the design contact pressure can be appli.ed to 
each footing. By use of the independe~t settlement analy-
sis .that was discussed i:p. Chapter II, the settlement of 
each footing for the design contact pressure can be com-
. . 
puted. The settlement divided by the total load of the 
footing could be considered as a constant to approximate 
the· settlement of that footing as a linear function of the 
load. A separate constant should be developed for each 
footing size by the same procedure. The approximation 
would be in error since the final contact pressure would 
not be the same as the design contact pressure. If the 
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difference in contact pressures is not significantly large, 
the error intpoduced would be acceptable. The author has 
found that the solution using a constant function for the 
settlement per unit load does give reasonable answers for 
settlement despite the introduction of some error. The 
author has also found that if the solution matrix is formed 
using variable contact pressures, the final settlements 
computed can be wrong by 1;3..s much as one hundred percent. 
The reason for the large magnitude of error is that the 
sensitive solution matrix.becomes. ncmlinear, and a non-
linear deviation in the formation of the matrix becomes 
magnified.in the final solution. 
It is also.necessary to develop a constant for the 
settlement of a footing due to a load on a .distant footing. 
This would be a constant for the effect of overlapping 
soil pressure. The same general approach of the ind,.epend-
ent settlement analysis for the effect of distant loads 
can be used~ An average size footing load can be applied 
at the required distance.·· The. settlement of the footing 
divided by the average load can be used as a constant for 
the settlement per unit load that corresponds to the dis-
tance being considered. ·The procedure should be repeated 
for all possible combinations of distance. Since the 
settlement contributions of distant loads are relatively 
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small, the magnitude of the average load assumed does not 
significantly affect the settlements computed. 
The terms of the solution matrix are influenced by 
the base conditions assumed for the structural analysis. 
The footings can either be assumed to be fully fixed, 
theoretically pinned, or partially fixed. The settlement 
computation of a soil layer considers only vertically ap-
plied load and does not consider any effect of moment. To 
be consistent with the settlement computation, the force 
exchanged between the soil mass and the structure should 
only be a vertical force. Upon differential settlement of 
the structure, the axial loads of the columns would be re-
distributed by the structur.e. If the c.olumns are consid-
ered to have fixed bases, part of the stress would, be 
redistributed as moment. The i:1xial loads·of the columns 
ar~ increased or decreased if the deformed structure is 
analyzed as a fixed base. The ene~gy that is transferred 
into moment is not accounted for in the settlement analy-
sis. In effect, the energy that is transferred into moment 
is lost in the process of the analysis. With a fixed base 
assumption, the solution matrix becomes nonlinear. All. 
footings transmit some moment as .well as axial load to the 
soil, even though the footings might be designed as a 
theoretical pinned base. Yet, for the purposes of a 
settlement analysis, the deformed structure should be 
analyzed with a theoretical pinned base. In this form, 
the complete reaction of the structure to deformation can 
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be evaluated in terms of settlement. 
The structural analysis can be made either with the 
assumption that the frame is restrained against sidesway 
or that the structure is free to sidesway. If the frame 
were restrained against lateral movement, the reaction of 
the structure to the unit settlement of a footing would be 
greater. To assume the structure to be restrained against 
sidesway is equivalent to increasing the stiffness of the 
structure. The significance·of s:i,deswe.y would vary with 
the structure being considered. · When the analysis of the 
structure is done by computer, there is little.difference 
in effort as to whether sidesway is or is not assumed. 
The choice of assumptions should best reflect the antici-
pated structural behavior. 
The method and type of structural anaiysis can.be 
varied to match the preference of the engineer and the 
type of structure. It is only necessary to analyze the 
structure to determine column loads for the case of gravity 
loading and for the cases of a unit settlement of each 
column. For a structure that acts primarily as a plane 
frame, the normal assumptions that are compatible with a 
plane frame analysis would apply. If a structural system 
would transfer stress three dimensionally, a space frame 
analysis would be more accurate. 
Steps of Procedure for Analysis 
The solution for the settlement of each footing 
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involves developing the solution matrix and solving simul-
taneously for the unknown settlements. The number of rows 
and columns of the solution matrix equal the number of 
footings being considered. The computational effort re-
quired to solve for the settlements increases approximately 
in proportion to the square of the number of footings. 
The first step is to calculate the footing loads for 
the case of no settlement. This can be done by any pro-
cedure of conventional structural analysis for the loaded 
frame. It should be emphasized that the loads considered 
should be the dead load plus that part of the live load 
which would be acting on the frame for a long period of 
time. For the structural analysis, the author used the 
method of Kani m.embent distribution (3). The computational 
operations were performed by an IBM 7040 computer using a 
computer solution develoJ)ed by Seshagari (4). The method 
was selected because of its quick convergence that facili-
tates computer adaptation. 
The second step is to calculate the settlements that 
would occur due to the footing loads when the structural 
stiffness of the frame is neglected. The settlements of 
each footing would be calculated for the footing loads 
that were calculated in the first step. The procedure so 
far corresponds with an independent settlement analysis as 
presented in Chapter II. The settlements form the matrix 
terms for settlement due to load, ( 6L) • 
The next step is to develop the solution matrix. The 
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first part of the solution is to form a stiffness matrix 
for the structural system. To do this, a unit settlement 
of one-inch is consecutively placed at each footing. The 
structure is then analyzed to evaluate the force induced 
in each column. For this part of the solution, the author 
again used the Kani moment distribution method. The anal-
ysis for a one-inch settlement of each column can be per-
formed as one computer operation by programming the 
solution so that the analysis operation is repeated for 
each column. Appropriate fixed end moments for a one-
inch settlement can be distributed to the members in ac-
cordance with member stiffness by the normal moment 
distribution procedure. The process would be repeated for 
a one-inch deformation in each column. A set of column 
loads wi.11 be obtained· for each ··case of. unit·. deformation. 
For each 9et of column loads, the settlement of the 
footings can be calculated. The settlements of each set 
would be the settlements due to the unit.deformation of 
the corresponding column. The settlements of each set 
would make up a column of the settleme.nt matrix. The 
process would be repeated for each set of colum.p, loads 
that correspond to the unit settlement of each column. As 
discussed previously, the settlements should be calculated 
using the constants for the settlement per unit column 
load. This insures that the settlement matrix is linear. 
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The last step of the solution is to solve for the 
settlement of each column. The terms to be solved for are 
the unknown final s.ettlements ,. (ti}. This can be done by 
any method for the solution of simultaneous linear equa-
tions. For a set of more than three equations, the only 
practical approach is. by computer· methods.·· From the indi-
vidual settlement of each footing, the differential settle-
ments between footings can be determined. 
There is no precise·check for the accuracy of the 
computation, but the general accuracy of the answer can be 
determined. The sum of the final settlements, (ti}, should 
roughly equal the sum of the independent settlements, { l!.LJ. 
This is true because the same total building load is 
transferred to the soil in both cases. The sums will not 
be precisely the same because different magnitudes of load 
are transferred to the soil by different size footings. 
An example of the check is illustrated for the example 
problem in Appendix C. 
Evaluation of Method as Computer Solution 
·The settlement analysis considering structural stiff-
ness requ:ires a large amount of computation that would 
make it impractical for longhand solution. · The time and 
expense of the calculation can be greatly reduced by com-
puter operations. The author divided the computation into 
several parts for computer programming. 
The first program analyzed the structure for footing 
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loads due to gravity loads on the frame. The second pro-· 
gram consecutively placed a settlement of one-inch at each 
column and analyzed the frame for the resulting column 
reactions. For both structural analysis programs, the 
author used the analysis method of Kani moment distribu-
tion. The computer time required using an IBM 7040 for 
the example problem that required the analysis of four 
separate frames was . fifty seconds.. Several hours are re-
quired to prepare the data and analyze the results. 
The third program used was siID.ilar to the independent 
settlement program presented in Chapter II, except that 
constants for the settlements per unit footing load were 
used. The program computed the settlement of the footings 
due to loads that. were calcula.ted by the first two pro-
grams. The computer time required using.an IBM 7040 to 
analyze the settlement of six footings.three. times.was 
thirty-two seconds. Approximately three thousand units of 
memory core were required. Neither the time nor core 
memory requirements pose a significant problem for a 
computer solution. 
The fourth step of a computer·solution is to solve 
for the final settlements. This requires the solution of 
the simultaneous equations that make up the solution 
matrix equation. .The only feasible approach for the solu-
tion is by use of computer methods. There are several 
standard computer solutions available to solve for the 
unknowns of a set of simultaneous linear equations. The 
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solution matrix always must have nonzero terms for the 
diagonal. . For each row, the o.iagonal term is also the 
largest in magnitude. Therefore,·the solution does not 
present any unique problems for a matrix solution. The 
number of footings thatcould be considered would probably 
not be limited by the mexnory units required.for a settle-
ment analysis but by.the number of simultaneous equations 
that can be solved. ·. ':I'he number woulo. depend on the memory 
. . 
capacity of the computer being >used for the si.mul taneous 
. . 
solution. The size and c;h.ar1:acter of the so'lution matrix 
for a normal sized building would not be beyond the memory 
capacity of an average sized computer. 
As an engineering material soil is inconsistent and 
not subject to precise.analysis. ·An :i.ndependent settle-
·.· ment· analysis can have an expected range of accuracy of 
ten to fifty percent •. The ,analysis for settlement that 
considers structural stiffness should be more accurate, 
because the additional parameter of structural stiffness 
is considered. TJ;:i.e analysis should still be conservative, 
because only the structural materials.are considered to 
resist differential settlement. As iei common with struc-
tural analysis, nonstructural .masonry,· panels, sheathing, 
etc. are not considered •.. However, these materials that 
are present ip. almost all buildings do act in a structural 
manner to resist de!ormation. The actual degree o! accu-
racy would be .difficult to estimate without comparison of 
. - . 
computed solutions to the behavior of real stru~tural .·.· 
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frames. 
The solution matrix was found to be increasingly 
sensitive with size. For a solution involving as few as 
six footings, a slight error in the formation of the solu-
tion matrix can be greatly magnified in the final answer. 
A set of two simultaneous linear equations with only two 
unknowns can be represented graphically by a two dimen-
sional plot of two straight lines. The solution for the 
unknown values common to both equations would be the co-
ordinates for the point of intersection of the two lines. 
If the plots of the two lines are nearly parallel, the 
position of the point of intersection is greatly influ-
enced by a slight difference in the slopes of the two 
lines. In order to be able to graphically illustrate the 
solution of a sample problem in terms of a two dimensional 
plot, a sample problem of five footings with symmetry in 
two directions was devised. For the case of the special 
problem, there are only two u~known settlements due to the 
symmetry. The linear plot of the two solution equations 
is illustrated by Figure 11. The two equations for the 
sample problem illustrate the general characteristic of a 
set of simultaneous linear equations for which the solu-
tion is sensitive. An error or inaccuracy in the.forma-
tion of the solution equations, would be magnified in the 
final answer. 
The settlement of a soil layer involves the summation 
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specific footing .involves the summation of small incre-
ments of settlement.for each layer. For computer opera-
tions, the addition and subtraction of small values can in 
some cases cause the buildup of error due to the automatic 
truncation operations of computer calculations. This is 
especially possible when two n.umbers.of almost equal value 
are subtracted. The difference of the two numbers may be 
beyond then.umber of accurate digits carried in the calcu-
lation. The sensitivity of the solution coupled with the 
possibility of truncation error should be considered by 
the programmer. The possibility of truncation error can 
be minimized by avoiding as much as possible the addition 
and subtraction of many small terms. This is effectively 
done by using a constant term for the settlement per unit 
load.· 
From a theoretical standpoint, it would be.possible 
to predict the stress of structural materials by the same 
analysis for the settlement of structural footings. 
However, there is a maj.or difference in the accuracy of 
soil and structural analysis. This is reflected by the 
different safety factors required. The safety factor for 
steel design is approximately 1.6. For soil settlement a 
safety factor of 3.0 to 10.0 is often required. For this 
reason, the settlement analysis should not be used 
directly to predict strucitire stress. ~he settlement 
analysis could be used to predict structure stress by 
using appre>priate safety factors that correspond to the 
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soil analysis. Another approach would be to perform the 
settlement analysis using worst case assumptions for the 
soil. This should give the maximum possible value for 
differential settlement. On the basis of the worst pos-
sible settlement, a conservative analysis of structure 
stress due to differential settlement could be performed. 
An analysis for structure stress due to settlement should 
not be necessary if the differential·settlements are with-
in the range of allowable differential settlements. See 
Table I. 
It can be concluded that·an analysis for settlement 
considering structural stiffness does provide a reasonable 
method for the engineer to predict differential settlement. 
The analysis does require the use of a high speed elec-
tronic computer. The compute~ time required is not exces-
sive, and the use of a digital computer frees the engineer 
from much tedious calculations. The cost of a computer 
analysis for the settlement of each separate footing when 
considering the effect of structural stiffness should cost 
less than a more approximate analysis that could be per-
formed without the use of a digital computer. However, 
the program solution for settlement can still be flexible 
enough to allow for variable engineering judgments. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 . 
Parcher and Means, p. 263. 
2James M. Gere and William Weaver, Jr., Analysis 2£ 
Framed Structures (New York, 1965), pp. 41-134. 
3Gaspar Kani, Analysis of Multistory Frames (New York, 
1957), pp. 7-52. 
4seshagiri Natesan, "Design of Tall Buildings by Use 
of A Simulator" (unpub. thesis, Oklahoma State University, 
1 966) , p • 7 3 • 
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CHAPTER IV 
EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS 
ON DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEl"IENTS 
Introduction 
One of the possible solutions to limit excessive dif-
ferential settlements is to increase the stiffness of the 
structural frame. This would be done by· the s.election of 
heavier structur~l sections. It is known that heavier 
structure sections would reduce differential settlements, 
but the relationship between. struci:iuraLE>:tiffness and dif-
. ' 
ferential settlements is not known •. Tp.e. design engineer 
' ' 
·needs to know whether the increase of structural stiffness 
is an economically feasible method to limit differential 
settlement. The engineer also needs to know how much the 
stiffness of the frame must be increased in order to sat-
isfactorily limit differential settlements. The objective 
of this chapter is to propose a procedure by which an 
engineer may study the effect of increased stiffness on 
the settlement of a particular building frame. It is also 
the objective of this chapter to draw some general conclu-




Procedure for a Comparative Study 
For the sample problem of Appendix C, the structural 
stiffness was varied by increments of twenty percent. 
This is equivalent to varying the column loads that are 
used to form the solution matrix by increments of twenty 
percent. For each set of variable stiffness,.the settle-
ments were computed by the settlement program presented in 
Chapter III. The differential settlements between footings 
one and three were plotted as a function of the percentage 
of the structure stiffness. The differential settlement 
between footings one and three was selected because it was 
the maximum differential settlement of the example problem. 
Refer t6 Figure 12. 
The plot he1ps to illustrate thE:l eff~ct of decreased 
structural stiffness on differential settlement. A simi-
lar plot could be made for any structure, and on the basis 
of such a plot the engineer could determine if increasing 
or decreasing structural stiffness would be a feasible 
solution to differential settlement. For the example 
problem, it can be concluded that increasing the stiffness 
of tbe frame. does n.ot significantly limit differential 
settlement. Therefore, if it were desired to further 
limit differential settlement of the example frame, other 
alternatives would probably be more practical. 
The conclusions reached for the example frame would 
not necessarily apply to all frames. The designed stiff-
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PERCENT OF FRAME STIFFNESS 
Figure 12. Differential Settlements Between Columns 1 and 3 Plotted as a 




make each problem unique. By application of the method, 
the general effects on settlement of increasing or de-
creasing structural stiffness can be determined. For any 
specific frame, the engineer could evaluate the benefits 
of increasing frame stiffness by plotting several adjacent 
points on the differential settlement--relative stiffness 
curve. 
The method of varying the stiffness by a percentage 
is a helpful tool to study a particular problem in general 
terms. However, the percentage increases of stiffness 
does not consider the possibility of selectively stiffen-
ing the frame. The frame could be stiffened only at 
specific locations by heavier members, X bracing, shear 
walls, etc. The engineer could intuitively stiffen the 
frame at certain locations and analyze the settlement for 
that particular solution. The reduction of differential 
settlement could be compared directly to the increased 
weight and cost of the structure .. Because the settlement 
analysis does not require extensive effort, a guided trial 
and error approach would be completely feasible. 
General Conclusions 
The differential settlement--relative stiffness plot 
does indicate the differences between considering the 
stiffness of the structure frame and an analysis that is 
independent of the structure frame stiffness. The zero 
percent stiffness would correspond to the independent 
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settlement. The consideration of some structural stiff-
ness by the analysis does present considerable difference 
in differential settlement. This indicates that the built 
in safety factor of an independent settlement is very 
conservative. 
For the example problem, it would not be of advantage 
to increase structural stiffness. The example frame is 
relatively stiff. But, if the frame were even fifty per-
cent as stiff, the differential settlement would not be 
greatly reduced by increased stiffness. For the range of 
stiffness required by the structure to carry the gravity 
loads, there would appear to be a minimal advantage to 
increasing the structural stiffness. More studies of ex-
ample problems would be required in order to make more 
··. positive conclus:i.oris t]lat would a.pply in general terms to 
all structural frames. However, if the example frame can 
be cqnsidered as typical, it can be concluded that when a 
structure is designed to carry gravity loads a further in-
crease in frame stiffness would not greatly limit differ-
ential settlement. Similar studies of many structural 
frames with the objective of studying the general effects 
of increased stiffness on differential settlement would be 
a good area for future study.· 
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1WPENDIX A 
SPECIFIC ]'LOW DIAGRAM OF INDEPENDENT 
SETTLEMENT COMPUTATION 
START 
READ: Nm.IBE'R OF COORDINATES OF SURFACE GRID 
IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS (MX MY) 
DO J=l MX 
DI ST.AN CE OJ:i' Y COORDINATE 
.·FROM. ORIGIN 
DO J= 1 MY 
READ: DISTANCE OF X COOFDlNATE 
FROM ORIGIN , 
DO J3 = 1 MX 
DO J4 =l MY 
COLID11N LOADS, 
P liD VJIIYI'H OJf FOOTING 
INITIJU;IZE SETTLEMENT=- 0.0 
~EAD: NUMBER OF STHA'rtJM THAT HAS 1rnorrING BASE 
ON LOV'mR BOUNDRY · ( NFOOT) , 
NUMBJ!;rc OF STRATA TO BE COHSIDERED (NFINL) 
DO J= 1 NFINL 
READ: Dl!.""PTH TO BASE OF STRATUM, 
DENSITY o:i!"' SOIL IN STRXflJM, 
COI.1FRESSION INDEX OF SOIL IN STRATUM, 
INITLl1L VOID RATIO OF SOIL IN STRATID.11 
COMPUTE: OVERBURDEN PRESSURE FOR S1rRAT"ffi!l 
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DO J = NFOOT + 1 NFI:NL 
DO Jl= 1 MX 
DO J2= 1 MY 
DELP(Jl J2) o.o 
DO Ml=l IJIX 
DO M2 =l IvlY 
DO Ll=l MX 
DO L2 =l MY 
No 
No 
COMPUTE CHANGE IN 
PRESSURE BY INTEGRATION 
OF BOUSSINESQ E,iUATION 
FOH mn:tom .. r S!~UAHE LOAD 
CHANGE IN FRES3URE 
COlvI:PUTE CHAHGE IN HEIGHT 
OF STH-'1TTJl!I 
COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM 
(Ml M2) TO (Ll L2) 
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001\rPUTE CHJUJGE IN 
PRESSURE BY BOUSSINES·~ 
E1~UATION FOR POINT 
LOAD 
S2£CETLJ1tiEHT ( lill, M2) = smvr CI-LdJG.ES IN 
HEI GffT OF S11IL{i'A 
:;)O J 1 == 1 11.X 
DO J2 =l MY 
NIUTE: LX,LY, 
SETrrl,El'i'lENT ( J 1 · J" ~~) 
END 
APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM OF INDEPENDENT 
SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
Problem Statement: Refer to Figures 13 and 14 for a descrip-
tion of the building footing plan and the soil stratifi-
cation. The answer sought is the final differential 
settlement that would occur between adjacent footings. 
Problem Assumptio~s: 
(1) Normal settlement theory is used. Refer to 
Chapter I. 
(2) The settlement of each footing is consid-
er·ed to be independent of the settlements 
of adjacent footings. 
Organization and Solution: The computation for the prob-
lem was performed by an IBM 7040 computer. The flow 
diagram of computer operations is given in Appendix A. 
The input data and results for the settlement of each 
footing is given in Table III. 
Results: Final differential settlements can be evaluated by 
comparing the independent settlements of adjacent 
footings. 
footing 1 to 2 
footing 1 to 3 
footing 2 to 4 
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KS\\'j Data values not used in calculation. May read any value except zero. 
lv(XX, Zero value of Cc(_). Assumes no compression of sand layer. 
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Figure 14. Plan View of Footings for Sample Problem 
TABLE III 
ORGANIZATION OF SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION 
Footing Total Load Square Final Independent 
Number Dimensions Settlement 
1 63,400.0 lb. 5.5 ft. 5.32 in. 
2 82,900.0 6.5 5.50 
3 125,900.0 8.0 6.47 
4 125,900.0 8.0 6.47 
5 82,900.0 6.5 5.50 
6 63,400.0 5.5 5.32 __ .,__ 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE SETTLEMENT PROBLEM CONSIDERING 
STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS 
Problem Statement: The same group of footings and loads as 
used for the settlement analysis of Appendix Bare 
used for the settlement analysis of Appendix C. The 
additional effect on settlement of the structural 
frame is considered. The geometry and moments of 
inertia for the frame are shown in Figure 15. As 
before, the objective of the solution is to evaluate 
.structu:t:'13:l stiffn.ess)· 
Method of Solution: The solution is organized according 
to the procedures. listed in Chapter III •.. The steps 
of the solution are illustrated by Tables IV and V. 
For the final answers the solution matrix can be 
. formulated directly from Table V. As a check on the 
accuracy of the calculations, the sum of the inde-
pendent settlements were compared to the sum of the 
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ORGANIZATION OF COMPUTATION FOR DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENTS 
CONSIDERING STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS 
Column.· Loads Column Reactions Due to a One-Inch Deformation at Column: 
For Case of 
No Settlement 
(lbs.) No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 
63,400. -100,915. 11,444. 137,903. 0 -48,431. 0 
82,900. 11,444~ -:57,743. 0 94,731. 0 48,431. 
125,900. 137,902. 0 -234,634. 0 94,730. 0 
125,900. 0 94,730. 0 -232,634. 0 137,902. 
82,900. -48,431. 0 94,731. 0 ...;57,743. 11,444. 






















Settlements Produced by Reaction Loads From Table IV at: 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 
-7-757 .891 10.537 .0129 -3.680 -.0033 
.719 -3.644 .00994 5.941 .00032 -3.027 
6.586 .0435 -11.151 -.070 
.0479 4.542 .0698 -11.151 
4.542 
.0435 
-3.027 .00032 5.941 .00994·-3.644 








Solution: The settlements of each footing are as follows: 
Footing Independent Solution 
Number Settlement Considering 
Solution Stiffness 
---
1 5.32.,inches 5.84 inches 
2 5.50 5.82 
3 6.47 5.88 
4 6.47 5.88 
5 ·5.50 5.82 
6 5.32 5.83 --
35-58 35.08 Sums. 
The final ·differential settlements when considering the 
effect of the structural frame ar.e: 
Footing 1 to 2 
Footing 1 to 3 
Footing 2 to. 4 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
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